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INTRODUCTION
The SLFS (Small Logger File System) is a logger file system, implemented on the serial flash with
unified sector size (4 KB).
The logger file system uses the FIFO approach - for writing the file is added to the tail of the internal
list while for reading the file is taken from the head of the list.
In most cases, after reading, the file is erased from SLFS and disk space is released.
If SLFS disk is full and new file is added, the oldest file(s) will be automatically erased.
Files in SLFS may have an arbitrary length.
SLFS uses the write-ahead journaling for file creating/deleting and wear leveling for the system
metadata.

SLFS RAM usage
The SLFS uses global structure DF_FLI (52 bytes), structure DF_DISKINFO (328 bytes) per each disk and
the one global buffer with the size of the flash sector (4096 bytes).

SLFS multi-access
The SLFS was designed for the small embedded systems with limited RAM capacity.
In SLFS, the only one file at time may be open - if the file is open for reading or was created for
writing, no more files can be open/created until file will be closed.

SLFS Wear leveling
The SLFS has a reserved area N * log (metadata) data size, where N is defined by user.
The SLFS write capacity counter is set to the maximal erasing number value. After each file closing,
the counter is decremented. When the capacity counter reaches the zero value, the log (metadata) is
relocated to the next position in the reserved area and the capacity counter is set to the maximal
erasing number value again.
When there is no more free space available in the reserved area for the metadata relocation, the SLFS
is set as read-only.

SLFS API usage
The flash formatting
For the flash formatting, the function df_create_mbr() is used. Then, one or more SLFS disks may be
created by the function slfs_create_disk().
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The SLFS initialization
After the system restart, the file system(s) should be initiated by the function df_init_disks().

File writing
File is created for the writing by function slfs_file_create().
The writing is performed by function slfs_file_write().
After finishing writing to the file, the file must be close by the function slfs_file_close().

File reading
File is open for the reading by function slfs_file_open().
The reading is performed by function slfs_file_read().
After finishing reading from the file, the file must be close by the function slfs_file_close() or
slfs_file_close_not_erase().

Files enumeration
To get actual number of the files in the SLFS, the function slfs_get_files_number() should be used.
To enumerate all files, the functions slfs_enum_files_first()/slfs_enum_files_next() are used.
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SLFS API FUNCTIONS

df_create_mbr

Create MBR (Master Boot Record)

int df_create_mbr (DF_FLI * fli,
char * name )

Parameter:
fli

pointer to the global flash descriptor structure

name

The flash IC name (for example "M25PX64", "MX25L12875" etc.)
The name should be zero-terminated. Max name size – 16 bytes, including
terminator(0)

Return parameter:
ERR_NO_ERR

Operation completed successfully

Other error codes

Wrong parameters or internal errors.
For the error code value see the file sys_errorcodes.h

Description:
This function clears overall flash IC content and prepares the flash for the creating disks with file
systems (the two copies of Master Boot Record is created).
Before the function call, the 'fli' structure fields should contain the information about the flash IC (see
an example how to fill the structure fields)
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df_create_mbr_disk_entry

Create disk in MBR (Master Boot Record)

int df_create_mbr_disk_entry(DF_FLI * fli,
__int32 size_in_sectors,
unsigned __int32 fs_type);

Parameter:
fli

pointer to the global flash descriptor structure

size_in_sectors

the desired space size in sectors (not bytes)

fs_type

- for SLFS file system it should be FS_TYPE_SLFS
- to reserve space at the FLASH it should be 0

Return parameter:
ERR_NO_ERR

Operation completed successfully

Other error codes

Wrong parameters or internal errors.
For the error code value see the file sys_errorcodes.h

Description:
This function is used to allocate space in flash IC for the file system or to reserve space in the FLASH.
The sequential call of this function will create the reserved areas (logical disks) at flash. Maximum
number of disks is DF_MAX_DISKS (4). Each logical disk ('A', 'B', 'C', 'D') may be used for SLFS file
system, any other file systems /raw data or just for the reserving.
The desired disk space size in sectors will be automatically updated to fit to the flash size.
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df_init_disks

Initiate file systems at flash (after reset)

int df_init_disks(DF_FLI * fli)

Parameter:
fli

pointer to the global flash descriptor structure

Return parameter:
ERR_NO_ERR

Operation completed successfully

Other error codes

Wrong parameters or internal errors.
For the error code value see the file sys_errorcodes.h

Description:
After the system restart, the file system(s) should be initiated by the function call. Before the call, the
structure 'fli' have to be filled (see the function init_fli() in an example).
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slfs_create_disk

Create SLFS disk at the flash

int slfs_create_disk(DF_FLI * fli,
int disk_letter)

Parameter:
fli

pointer to the global flash descriptor structure

disk_letter

SLFS disk name. May be 'A','B','C' or 'D'

Return parameter:
ERR_NO_ERR

Operation completed successfully

Other error codes

Wrong parameters or internal errors.
For the error code value see the file sys_errorcodes.h

Description:
This function creates the SLFS file system at the 'disk_letter' logical disk
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slfs_file_create

Create file for the writing

int slfs_file_create(DF_FLI * fli,
SLFS_FILE * hFile,
int disk_letter,
unsigned char * file_name,
__int32 file_size,
unsigned long file_attr)

Parameter:
fli

pointer to the global flash descriptor structure

hFile

The pointer to the file handler structure. The structure should be allocated
before the function call and it will be filled inside the function's operating
progress.

disk_letter

The SLFS disk name. May be 'A','B','C' or 'D'

file_name

Filename (zero-terminated). Max size - 16 bytes, including terminator (0). It
is used just for the user convenience and it is not used inside SLFS for the file
storage. Filenames may be duplicated.

file_size

Total expected file size. It should be defined at the file creation.

file_attr

Attribute of file (32-bit unsigned). It is used just for the user convenience
and it is not used inside SLFS for the file storage. File attributes may be
duplicated.

Return parameter:
ERR_NO_ERR

Operation completed successfully

Other error codes

Wrong parameters or internal errors.
For the error code value see the file sys_errorcodes.h

Description:
This function creates the file for writing only. File will append to the end of internal SLFS files list
(FIFO). To open file for the reading, the slfs_file_open() function should be used.
The total expected file size ('file_size' parameter) is defined at the file creation.
The writing data to the file is only sequential (see below).
If overall writing data size will be greater than 'file_size', the overflow bytes will be cut.
If overall writing data size will be less than 'file_size', it will be set as error.
After writing all bytes to the file, it must be close with the function slfs_file_close().
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slfs_file_write

Write a data to the file

int slfs_file_write( SLFS_FILE * hFile,
unsigned char * buf,
__int32 count)
Parameter:
hFile

The pointer to the file handler structure. The structure should be allocated
before the function call and it and initialized by the calling slfs_file_create()
function.

buf

Buffer with data to write. The typical buffer size is DF_PAGE_SIZE (256
bytes)

count

Number bytes to write. The 'count' should be equal DF_PAGE_SIZE (256
bytes); If 'count' value is less than DF_PAGE_SIZE, it will be set as last bytes
in the file and the further writing will be restricted

Return parameter:
Greater than or equal
to zero

Number of bytes actually has been write

Less than zero

Wrong parameters or internal errors.
For the error code value see the file sys_errorcodes.h

Description:
The function provides the data writing to the SLFS file.
The writing is only sequential - the lseek operation is not supported.
If overall data size will be greater than 'file_size' (see slfs_file_create()), the overflow bytes will be
cut.
If overall data size will be less than 'file_size' (see slfs_file_create()), it will be interpreted as error.
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slfs_file_open

Open file for the reading

int slfs_file_open(DF_FLI * fli,
SLFS_FILE * hFile,
int disk_letter,
Parameter:
fli

pointer to the global flash descriptor structure

hFile

The pointer to the file handler structure. The structure should be allocated
before the function call and it will be initialized inside the function's
operating progress.

disk_letter

The SLFS disk name. May be 'A','B','C' or 'D'

Return parameter:
ERR_NO_ERR

Operation completed successfully

Other error codes

Wrong parameters or internal errors.
For the error code value see the file sys_errorcodes.h

Description:

The function opens the first file in the internal SLFS files list (FIFO) for the reading purpose only.
To open file for the writing, the slfs_file_create() function should be used.
The reading is only sequential (see below). After the reading all bytes from the file, it should be close
with function slfs_file_close() or slfs_file_close_not_erase().
If function slfs_file_close() is used to close file after reading, the file will be automatically removed
from SLFS. The next file will be placed at the head of the internal files list (FIFO), and, accordingly, will
be open at next call of the slfs_file_open() function.
If function slfs_file_close_not_erase() is used to close file after the reading, the file will not be
removed - at the next call of the slfs_file_open() the same file will be open.
In any case, one of the functions (slfs_file_close() or slfs_file_close_not_erase()) must be invoked to
finish the reading operation.
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slfs_file_read

Read a data from the file

int slfs_file_read( SLFS_FILE * hFile,
unsigned char * buf,
__int32 count)
Parameter:
hFile

The pointer to the file handler structure. The structure should be allocated
before the function call and initiated by the calling slfs_file_open() function.

buf

Buffer for the data to read. The typical buffer size is DF_PAGE_SIZE (256
bytes)

count

Number bytes to read. The 'count' should be equal DF_PAGE_SIZE (256
bytes); If 'count' value is less than DF_PAGE_SIZE, it will be set as last bytes
to read.

Return parameter:
Greater than or equal
to zero

Number of bytes actually has been read

Less than zero

Wrong parameters or internal errors.
For the error code value see the file sys_errorcodes.h

Description:
This function provides the reading data from the SLFS file. The reading is only sequential - the lseek
operation is not supported.
The total file length is available in the field hFile->fheader.file_len after file opening (with
slfs_file_open() function.
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slfs_file_close

Close file after reading or writing

int slfs_file_close(SLFS_FILE * hFile)

Parameter:
hFile

The pointer to the file handler structure

Return parameter:
ERR_NO_ERR

Operation completed successfully

Other error codes

Wrong parameters or internal errors.
For the error code value see the file sys_errorcodes.h

Description:
This function may be invoked after reading all bytes from the file at the reading operation and must
be invoked after writing all bytes to the file at the writing operation.
For the reading operation only, the file will be automatically removed from SLFS and from the head
of the internal SLFS files list (FIFO).
The next file will be placed at the head of the internal files list (FIFO), and, accordingly, will be open
at next call of the slfs_file_open() function.
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slfs_file_close_not_erase

Close file after reading without erasing

int slfs_file_close_not_erase(SLFS_FILE * hFile)

Parameter:
hFile

The pointer to the file handler structure

Return parameter:
ERR_NO_ERR

Operation completed successfully

Other error codes

Wrong parameters or internal errors.
For the error code value see the file sys_errorcodes.h

Description:
This function may be invoked for the file closing after reading all bytes from the file (the reading
operation only).
The file 'hFile' will not be removed from the internal SLFS files list (FIFO) - at the next call of the
slfs_file_open() function the same file will be open.
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slfs_enum_files_first

Start file enumeration

int slfs_enum_files_first(DF_FLI * fli,
SLFS_FILEFIND * hFileFind,
int disk_letter)

Parameter:
Fli

Pointer to the global flash IC descriptor structure

hFileFind

Pointer to the file search information handler structure. The structure
should be allocated before the function call and it will be filled inside the
function's operating progress.

disk_letter

The SLFS disk name. May be 'A','B','C' or 'D'

Return parameter:
ERR_NO_ERR

The file was found and 'hFileFind' structure contains the file information (if
SLFS contains at least one file)

ERR_FILE_NOT_FOUND

There are no files in SLFS

Other error codes

Wrong parameters or internal errors.
For the error code value see the file sys_errorcodes.h

Description:
This function is used to start file enumeration procedure in the SLFS file system.
If function returns ERR_NO_ERR, the 'hFileFind' structure contains the first found file information.
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slfs_enum_files_next

Continue file enumeration

int slfs_enum_files_next(SLFS_FILEFIND * hFileFind)

Parameter:
hFileFind

Pointer to the file search information handler structure.

Return parameter:
ERR_NO_ERR

The file was found and 'hFileFind' structure contains the file information

ERR_LAST_PAGE

File not found (there are no more files to enumerate)

Other error codes

Wrong parameters or internal errors.
For the error code value see the file sys_errorcodes.h

Description:

This function is used to continue file enumeration process. If the function returns ERR_NO_ERR, the
'hFileFind' structure contains the enumerated file information.
To provide the SLFS files enumeration, the function slfs_enum_files_first() should be invoked first.
Then, if slfs_enum_files_first() function returns ERR_NO_ERR, the function slfs_enum_files_next()
should be called in the loop while it will return ERR_NO_ERR.
For more details, see an example.
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slfs_get_files_number

Get the actual file number

int slfs_get_files_number(DF_FLI * fli,
int disk_letter)

Parameter:
fli

pointer to the global flash descriptor structure

disk_letter

The SLFS disk name. May be 'A','B','C' or 'D'

Return parameter:
Greater than or equal
to zero

Actual number of files in the SLFS disk

Less than zero

Wrong parameters or internal errors.
For the error code value see the file sys_errorcodes.h

Description:

The function returns actual number of files in SLFS disk or error code.
It uses slfs_enum_files_first() / slfs_enum_files_next() functions internally.
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